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            Abstract
During conversation, people take turns speaking by rapidly responding to their partners while simultaneously avoiding interruption1,2. Such interactions display a remarkable degree of coordination, as gaps between turns are typically about 200â€‰milliseconds3â€”approximately the duration of an eyeblink4. These latencies are considerably shorter than those observed in simple word-production tasks, which indicates that speakers often plan their responses while listening to their partners2. Although a distributed network of brain regions has been implicated in speech planning5,6,7,8,9, the neural dynamics underlying the specific preparatory processes that enable rapid turn-taking are poorly understood. Here we use intracranial electrocorticography to precisely measure neural activity as participants perform interactive tasks, and we observe a functionally and anatomically distinct class of planning-related cortical dynamics. We localize these responses to a frontotemporal circuit centred on the language-critical caudal inferior frontal cortex10 (Brocaâ€™s region) and the caudal middle frontal gyrusâ€”a region not normally implicated in speech planning11,12,13. Using a series of motor tasks, we then show that this planning network is more active when preparing speech as opposed to non-linguistic actions. Finally, we delineate planning-related circuitry during natural conversation that is nearly identical to the network mapped with our interactive tasks, and we find this circuit to be most active before participant speech during unconstrained turn-taking. Therefore, we have identified a speech planning network that is central to natural language generation during social interaction.
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                    Fig. 1: Cortical responses during interactive speech.


Fig. 2: Spatial organization of speech planning responses.


Fig. 3: Linguistic selectivity of planning responses.


Fig. 4: Planning activity during natural conversation.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Behaviour during the CI task.
a, Description of subprocesses assumed to occur during the perception, planning, and production windows of the CI task. b, Histograms of reaction times (RT) in early and late CI trials for all participants. c, Median RT values for early and late CI trials for all participants. d, e, Histograms depicting the distribution of average peak-to-trough response amplitudes for all electrodes displaying planning-related responses when aligned to CI onset in early and late trials (d) and different CI question types (e); median values for each distribution are indicated. Observed data (in black) are compared with a null distribution (in grey) consisting of randomly chosen timepoints (Methods). f, Schematics displaying GLM regressor structure for an early (top) and a late (bottom) variant of an example CI task question.


Extended Data Fig. 2 GLM temporal jittering analysis.
a, Full model R values for GLM fits of jittered high gamma activity from participant 436; each line represents data from an individual electrode. b, Example distribution of pooled D values with the fit of two Gaussians overlaid (black). The Gaussian distributions corresponding to well fit (blue) and poorly fit electrodes (red) as well as the 95th percentile of the D distribution for poorly fit electrodes (dashed line) are indicated. D values above the 95th percentile of the pooled distribution were deemed outliers (white bars) and not fitted. c, Table summarizing the number of electrodes rejected by the jittering analysis in each participant.Â d, Table reporting the anatomical locations of electrodes rejected by the jittering analysis and electrodes displaying significant activity in the CI task. e, Scatterplot depicting the proportion of rejected electrodes within a region as a function of the proportion of responsive electrodes in a region.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Analysis of neural activity in the CI task.
a, Scatterplot depicting the distribution of all simulated task-responsive electrodes from the continuum model in three-dimensional GLM weight space; cluster membership indicated by greyscale colour. b, c, Distribution of simulated electrodes from the continuum model displaying responses in one window (i.e., unmixed) of the CI task (b) or multiple windows (c); response class indicated by colour in b and c and unmixed electrodes denoted by small black points in c. In b, simulated unmixed electrodes located outside the cluster primarily containing electrodes of the same type (i.e., â€˜misclusteredâ€™) are indicated with an â€˜Xâ€™. d, e, Histograms depicting the distribution of the proportion of misclustered electrodes responsive during a single task window (i.e., unmixed electrodes) (d), and the proportion of electrodes displaying more than one significant positive weight (i.e., mixed electrodes) (e) across 100,000 iterations of the continuum model simulation. The median of each distribution as well as the values observed in the actual data (dashed line) are indicated. Gold arrows indicate the bin of each distribution containing the measurements corresponding to the example iteration depicted in panels p, r, and t of Fig. 1. f, Table reporting the number of electrodes displaying perception-related responses using either the full model or the reduced GLM lacking a planning regressor. g, h, Scatterplots depicting perception (g) and planning (h) GLM weights in the full model and reduced models lacking a planning regressor or perception regressor, respectively. Significant positive weights are denoted with filled points and nonsignificant or significant negative weights are denoted with unfilled points; the x-coordinates of each point are randomly jittered by 25% to better visualize filled versus unfilled status. No planning electrodes displayed significant perception responses in the reduced GLM lacking a planning regressor, and no perception electrodes displayed significant planning responses in the reduced GLM lacking a perception regressor.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Additional analyses of task-related activity changes.
a, Table reporting the number of perception, planning, and production-related electrodes displaying significant positive and negative weights for each GLM regressor. b, Histogram depicting mean high gamma amplitude in the first 500 ms of CI questions for all unmixed perception, planning, and production electrodes. c, d, Canonical cortical surfaces displaying electrodes with significant positive (coloured) or negative (black) GLM weights in the perception (c), production (d), and planning (e) windows of the CI task across all participants. Electrode diameter is scaled to the absolute magnitude of the GLM weight, and electrodes not displaying a significant weight for a given regressor are indicated with small white circles.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Anatomical analysis of responses.
a, Cortical reconstructions for all participants displaying the location of all electrodes; the size of each electrode depicts the actual size of its recording area on the cortical surface. GLM classification is indicated by electrode colour. b, Canonical cortical surfaces showing electrode locations from all participants as standard-sized white circles. c, Number of electrodes sampling each area of the canonical cortical surface (1 cm diameter spatial smoothing) after pooling electrodes from all participants. d, Proportion of electrodes displaying significant production-related responses in the CI task (1-cm-diameter spatial smoothing). e, Canonical cortical surfaces displaying electrodes with significant responses related to speech perception, production, and planning in patients with tumour (top) and patients with epilepsy (bottom) separately; electrode diameter scaled to GLM regressor weight. Electrodes not displaying a significant response for a process are depicted as small white circles.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Additional conversation-related analyses.
a, Table reporting additional turn-taking behavioural measures for each participant. b, Histograms of gap durations (time between experimenter turn offset and participant turn onset) during unconstrained conversation for each participant; bins are centred on 100 ms increments with a width of 100 ms. c, Scree plots for the PCA analysis of high gamma signals in the task (left) and conversation (right) periods of the recordings; data from each participant are represented by thin lines and the average across participants is denoted with a thick black line. The 95% confidence interval of the linear decay phase across participants (Methods) is also indicated. d, The observed number of electrodes whose cluster membership was not stable (i.e., switched clusters) between the task and conversation with a histogram depicting the distribution of electrode cluster switches expected by chance. e, The observed percentage of electrodes in perception, planning, and production clusters (in conversation-derived PC coefficient space) displaying significant perception, planning, and production responses (per the GLM), respectively, with histograms depicting the percentages expected by chance for each cluster type. f, Canonical cortical surfaces displaying the locations of all electrodes in perception, planning, and production clusters across participants (nâ€‰=â€‰6) in the task (left) and conversation (right). g, Table reporting summary statistics for PC activity (i.e., time-varying PC score) during unconstrained conversation for each participant.


Extended Data Fig. 7 PCA results for individual participants.
aâ€“f, For 6 participants possessing sufficient numbers of electrodes belonging to multiple GLM classes (Methods): scatterplots depicting electrode distributions in PC coefficient space in the task and conversation periods (top row). Bar graphs depicting the PC coefficients for all electrodes in perception, planning, or production clusters from the PCA performed on task data and conversation data (bottom rows). Participant number given at top of each panel. g, h, For 2 participants possessing mainly planning electrodes (Methods, Extended Data Table 1): bar graphs depicting the PC coefficients for all planning-related electrodes from the PCA performed on task data and conversation data. In the bar graphs, the functional categorization of PCs is indicated by filled bars coloured either green (perception), blue (planning), or red (production). Any clusters rejected due to a high proportion (50%) of mixed electrodes are indicated with grey filled bars.


Extended Data Table 1 Participant informationFull size table
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